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Introduction 

A day in the life of an ordinary North Korean begins at 6AM, sees them to 

work or school by 8AM, off to “Political Ideology Learning Sessions” for an hour at 

5PM, home by 8PM and in bed by 10PM. Children are required to be in school until 

the early afternoon, and then attend state-run clubs into the evening. The Children’s 

League, which works to educate North Korean youth on Kim Jong-un’s teachings and 

political philosophy, as well as state history and general propaganda, occupies the 

majority of children’s after school hours. Leisure time is hard to come by in North 

Korea, and what time is available after work or school is dominated by state-run, and 

often mandatory, clubs and groups. Free association outside of the state’s gaze is 

suspect, and frequent power outages mean that late-night activity is essentially non-

existent. All told, separation between the state and civil spheres is hard to come by, and 

it is difficult to find a social space into which the Kim regime hasn’t reached its 

tendrils. 
1
 

 Paul French, one of the preeminent scholars on North Korea, suggests that 

communication is made especially difficult because of the shortage of telephones, or 

other communication devices, in the country.
2
 What landlines do exist need to be 

routed through operators, and callers and recipients are tracked by officials. The growth 

of extended social networks is, as result of this and state sponsored ‘free-time’, 

extremely difficult. However, changes in communications infrastructure within the last 

decade have begun to reshape that reality as cell phone service, personal computers, 

                                                 
1
 French, Paul. North Korea: State of Paranoia. Edited Excerpt Taken from The Guardian  

2
 French, Paul, Excerpt. 
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and a domestic ‘Intranet’ network have been introduced. While this change is still 

relatively new, and its impacts have not been fully felt, it marks a significant shift in 

North Korean life. As new communication technology is introduced, there is potential 

for the social sphere to grow and redefine the relationship between the state and civic 

life under the Kim regime. ICTs have provided civil actors in other nations with the 

tools to develop a digital civil space, and so their introduction into North Korea 

noteworthy. However, the same ICTs also give the state new tools to surveil and 

control their citizens. This paper will explore the current state of North Korean society 

and ICT development in an effort to analyze the Kim regime’s ability to control how 

the communication technologies it is building will be used, and whether or not a social 

group exists that is both willing and able to use those technologies to resist state power. 

In short, has North Korea’s ICT development created the prerequisite conditions for the 

creation of a digital civil space, both in terms of the potential mobilizations of the ICTs 

it has introduced and the existence of individuals willing to use them to resist state 

power? 

 This paper will work through the potential for civil mobilization of new 

communication technologies in North Korea beginning from a theoretical base dealing 

with technology and civil society, and working up to comparative case studies and a 

detailed accounting of North Korea’s particular situation. Section one will elaborate on 

the concept of Civil Society, as well as discuss different aspects of Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT). From there I will move into North Korea’s history 

and the unique characteristics that shape its particular circumstance. The following two 

sections will lay out a picture of exactly what development has taken place in North 
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Korea, and compare and contrast them with similar developmental periods in Cuba and 

China.  

 Jowitt’s analysis of Leninist regimes in A New World Disorder lays out the 

Leninist state, of which North Korea can be counted, as primarily reliant on the 

unification of state and civil spheres as well as the separation of the regime and elite 

class from the rest of society. The Kim regime’s historical partnership with such an 

elite class has led its reliance on them, and more importantly their children, as the 

privileged elite driving its plans for economic modernization. The children of those 

classes have quickly adapted to new ICTs in both legal and illegal ways. The Kim 

regime is thus caught in a seemingly unsolvable conundrum. It cannot prevent them 

from using ICTs without risking its relationship with a significant portion of its power 

base, as well as jeopardize its plans for modernization. In addition, the state’s inability 

to prevent elite youth from using ICTs illegally, coupled with the difficulties 

experienced by the Chinese and Cuban governments in their efforts to construct a 

system of perfect digital control, have left it in an apparent quandary. While the 

possible development of such a digital civil society is a question with too many 

variables and rabbit holes to answer, this paper will argue that the Kim regime has 

already produced the prerequisite conditions for such a development. The elite youth it 

relies on for support and modernization have shown that they are capable of using ICTs 

to resist state efforts to control, and are willing to do so. As a result, North Korea finds 

itself with both the technologies to allow resistance and a group with the ability and 

desire to resist.  
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Liberation Technologies or Big Brother 2.0? 

 This paper is not concerned with North Korea’s potential liberal democratic 

transition but is instead focused on the potential for civil society. While civil society 

and democracy do have a relationship, the existence of a civil society does not require 

the presence of a democracy, nor does it connote the development of such. Rather, civil 

society represents the existence of a separate public sphere, removed from the market 

and state control, that acts as the hub for public conversation, the marshalling of 

collective consciousness, and, most importantly, the forum for debate and conversation 

over issues that fall outside the state’s gaze. Civil society, which constitutes “a place of 

in-between in a nation” by virtue of being “autonomous from the state [and] basic units 

of production…”, is formed by organized social interactions that center on issues not 

directed by the state.
3,4

 Civil society functions as the nexus in which the needs, desires, 

and demands of the citizenry, takes coalesce. Thus it functions both as a sphere in 

which concerns are voiced and the platform from which the people can levy the state to 

meet those needs. The existence of civil society is not just critical to a nation’s ability 

to fulfill the social contract, but the force that creates it in the first place. 

 While the existence of civil society is largely taken for granted in liberal 

democracies, Leninist societies like North Korea have intentionally lacked it. As Jowitt 

noted in his series of essays on Leninist regimes, New World Disorder, “...part of a 

Leninist party’s uniqueness rests in its political conflation of the state and the public 

                                                 
3
  Nord, Phlip. Civil Society before Democracy, Introduction. XIV 

4
  Fiori et al. Jasmine Does Not Bloom. 58 
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realms; in its effort to have the cadre fuse the roles of state official and citizen…”
5
 

North Korea not only follows in this regard, but has historically taken the control of 

civil society to a level beyond Stalinist USSR or Maoist China; a reality that continues 

to this day.
6
 Civil society in North Korea thus doubly important because control over 

that sphere is a foundational character of Leninist states. The Kim regime has proven 

itself more than capable of maintaining that conflation in the traditional communication 

environment, but its continued ability to do so in the age of information technology has 

yet to be shown.  

ICTs ability to remove spatial and temporal barriers to communicating and 

organizing confounds traditional state responses to social organization, and creates a 

new space for interaction. Webpages allow the dispersal of ideas, and email, online 

forums, and cellphones make long distance communication simple. In addition, those 

same developments create a digital space within which to communicate. By creating 

this non-physical space, traditional methods of preventing social interaction, i.e. by 

limiting the mobility of bodies, are made irrelevant.  

Information and Communication Technologies’ potential utility, both as a tool 

for individuals or the state, stems those two effects; increased connectivity and the 

creation of a digital space. Taken together, these allow for a reconceptualization of 

traditional social spheres in a manner that would not be possible with analogue 

communication. This is especially felt in countries controlled by a repressive state that 

aims to control the population by co-opting or eliminating civil society.  The particular 

space created by ICTs requires a redefinition of civic that includes “…nontraditional 

                                                 
5
 Jowitt, 254 

6
 Fiori et al. 59 
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attempts to improve society.” 
7
 While traditional definitions of civil society frame it as 

oriented towards the improvement of society by pressing the desires of likeminded 

individuals upon the state, Freelon argues, in an analysis of youth web forums, that 

“not all threads were directly civic…” and open up public engagement to discussion of 

common issues without lobbying the state.
8,9

 Digital engagement doesn’t manifest 

itself as traditional civil society, but it still possesses the qualities of civil engagement. 

Baber, in an analysis of Singaporean digital civil society, noted that this represents “the 

expansion of an incipient, micro-public sphere that nurtures serious and informed 

debate that is not completely under the regulatory ambit of the state.”
10

 As such, digital 

civil discussion does not inherently lead to larger, physical civil sphere, in fact Jensen 

et al argue that digital discussion represents a different kind of resistance, but it does 

constitute resistance to state control in keeping with traditional notions of civil 

society.
11

 

Some theorists argue that ICT development is a zero sum game in the struggle 

between the state and society. Larry Diamond and Clay Shirky, prominent techno 

optimists, see ICTs as “liberation technologies” that confound state attempts to control 

digital spaces and inevitably swing in favor of the civil sphere. 
12

 Contrarily, theorists 

like Kalathil and Boas, who conducted a study of ICT development in ‘authoritarian’ 

regimes’, argue that ICTs function much more effectively as tools of the state. While 

state controls may not completely prevent civil use, “a regulation need not be 

                                                 
7
 Freelon, Deen Goodwin. “Talking Among Themselves.” 213 

8
 Ibid, 214 

9
 Instead discussed a range of topics from music/movies to “issues with parents and the opposite sex.” 

10
 Baber 

11
 Jensen et al 

12
 Diamond, Larry. Liberation Technology. 70. 
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absolutely effective to be sufficiently effective.”
13

 However most ICT debate falls in 

the middle, and concludes that both state and civil uses can play out at the same time. 

In analyzing Chinese development, for example, Lagerkvist found that such a duality 

was indeed present, with “increased growth of freedom [running] parallel to increased 

growth of control.”
14

 Lagerkvist’s argument does not mean that neither group will 

ultimately benefit more from ICTs, but rather that the eventual winner is determined by 

the specifics of the case, and not decided from the onset.  

While studies like the analysis of recent liberalizing movements by Howard et 

al found that it is “a wired civil society... that consistently serves as a causal condition 

across multiple democratization recipes,” the existence of such a wired society does not 

lead inherently to a change in government. 
15

 Rather, the development of civil/state 

relationships is determined by the specific circumstance, rather than the technology 

itself.
16

  Both the state and civil groups mobilize ICTs and benefit from the structure of 

digital environments, but do so in different ways and rely on different characteristics, 

allowing for the dual development noted by Lagerkvist. Broken down loosely, those 

mobilizations are: state use of ICTs to repress, civil use of ICTs to spread 

communication and organization, state control over ICT architecture to prevent civil 

use, and the civil sphere’s reliance on the most basic properties of ICTs to confound 

state attempts at control.  

The contest of ICT use is reminiscent of war, where the outcome of a battle 

                                                 
13

 Lessig, Lawrence. "The Zones of Cyberspace." Stanford Law Review 48.5 1405 
14

 Lagerkvist, Johan. “Introduction.”, 17 
15

 Howard, Philip N. Conclusion: Information Technology and Democratic Islam. 194  
16

 Lagerkvist, Johan. “Introduction.” After the Internet, Before Democracy: Competing norms in  

Chinese media and society. 26 
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does not signal the end of the war. China’s ICT development is exemplary of this, with 

civil and state efforts to mobilize ICT in constant tension. By censoring, arresting, and 

using the Internet to spread propaganda, the Chinese government has been largely 

successful in their efforts to contain dissident use of ICTs.
17

 The U.S. State Department 

wrote, in 2000, that “only a handful of political dissidents remained active.”
18

 

However, such strategies are not perfectly effective, and the Chinese government has 

struggled to perfectly contain ICT usage.
19

 State efforts to cover up the death of a 

student from Beijing University in May, 2000, for example, were prevented when 

students posting on popular forums weren’t removed by censors quickly enough and 

memorials were organized. Students later argued that without the use of the Internet, 

they would have been unable to “break through the deliberate control of information 

and suppression…”
20

 Propaganda is met by forums, identification by proxy servers, 

firewalls by VPNs, and censorship by new sources. The contest is thus heavily 

influenced by the ability of the state and civil actors, with the outcome not 

predetermined. 

However, states do have an advantage in ICT mobilization when they are in 

control of its development. There is no fundamental reason why computer networks 

look the way the Internet does.
21

 A global information network exists, but regulations 

implemented through architectural constraints can be introduced when those networks 

enter a domestic space, and are simple in principle.
22

 Subscription and Cable TV, for 

                                                 
17

 Rod, Espen, and Nils Weidmann. Empowering Activists or Autocrats? 340-341 
18

 U.S., Department of State. Human Rights Report (2/23/2001) 
19

 Chase, Michael S. and James C. Molvenon. “Political Use of the Internet in China”, 22 
20

 Ibid, 26 
21

 Zysman et al. Transforming Politics in the Digital Era. 396&410 
22

 Boas, Taylor C, “Weaving the Authoritarian Web, The Control of Internet Use in Nondemocratic 
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example, allow different forms of architectural regulation. Subscription permits 

filtration, only subscribers can access, while Cable necessitates blanket censorship.
23

 

Reactive strategies rely on law, market punishments, and social norms, all of which can 

be violated, but architecture is considerably less so.
24

 While architecture can be 

violated by choosing a different system, the existing system will attract users because 

using it is simpler, even if they have better options.
25

 

 Ultimately, architectural constraints cannot perfectly limit ICT usage to state 

desired mobilizations. ICTs exist to facilitate communication in a digital space, and 

that basic property cannot be removed without removing the ICT itself. While the state 

can limit communications, it cannot prevent communication itself. Both the Cuban and 

Chinese case studies illustrate holes in ICT control that are inevitable consequences of 

development, which will be addressed in later sections. While the playing field is 

stacked in favor of a state that is able to dictate the architecture of its ICT, the struggle 

between it and civil actors is ultimately determined by circumstances particular to the 

specific case. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                              
Regimes,” 363 
23

 Lessig, Lawrence. What Things Regulate Speech? 637. Zitrain et al provide an example of filtration in 

China (i.e. the Great Firewall) 
24

 Boas. Weaving the Authoritarian Web. 364. 
25

 Ibid. 365 
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How does Kim Jong-un Maintain Control?  

While the power struggle that ICT allows is a crucial aspect of determining 

whether or not civil society has room to grow, the specific character of the nation into 

which that ICT is introduced determines how, and by whom, new technologies will be 

mobilized. Understanding how the Kim regime has been able to hold civil society in 

check up to this point sheds light on how further repressive projects will develop. 

North Korea’s repressive strategy is in keeping with traditional authoritarian
26

 regimes, 

and makes use of a hierarchical system of class loyalty, extensive security agencies, 

and a deeply entrenched leader cult. 

North Korea has worked to combine the civil and state spheres both through the 

incorporation civil socialization into state organs and the suppression of undesirable 

organization.  Through the creation of state run civil organizations, the Kim regime 

works to prevent the existence of a sphere of interaction separate from state control.  

What the Kim regime calls ‘mass groups’ serve as  “the transmission belt connecting 

the mass and the party...”
27

 Ultimately, North Korea does not lack a civil sphere, but  

possesses a “captured civil society.” 
28

 In addition such groups function simultaneously 

also as cogs a propaganda machine encouraging compliance in daily life.  

Songbun System 

Participation in mass groups is ensured through state coercion. Fiori and Kim 

divide this coercion into two pillars, both of which function together to control the 

                                                 
26

 Defined as a modern non-democratic state focused on the concentration of political power  
27

 Fiori et al. 59 
28

 Acemoglu et al. Chiefs: Elite Control of Civil Society. 4 
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North Korean populace; the Songbun system, which categorizes individuals and 

families based on their loyalty to the state, and the security agents that enforce it.
29

 

Songbun was initially put in place by Kim Il-sung to control the populace through a 

calculation of loyalty. This elite class enjoys government positions, access to higher 

quality goods and homes, and eased police penalties, and in return supports the Kim 

regime. Songbun divides North Koreans into three basic categories; core, wavering, 

and hostile.
30

 Categorization is determined based on your family’s loyalty to the state, 

traced back to participation in guerilla resistance or Communist support during WWII 

and North Korea’s formative years, as well as the actions of one’s friends and family.
31

 

Individuals found guilty of extreme crimes are either executed or imprisoned, while 

lesser crimes result in social demotion. 

The Songbun system carries significant weight in North Korea, as the majority 

of government jobs, connections, housing, special permits, and education opportunities 

are determined based on one’s location within one of the three groups. In addition, 

interviews with North Korean defectors have shown that most elite North Koreans are 

able to bribe their way out of police trouble or to get around regulations governing cell 

phones and computers.
32

 Andrei Lankov estimates that one in five North Koreans has 

acted as an informant for the security forces, and that one in every fifty North Koreans 

is an active informant, so possibility that an individual may be turned in by friends or 

                                                 
29

 Fiori et al. 59 

 This hierarchy has been challenged by the rise of a new middle class, 80% of whom have cell 

phones. They lack political power, however, and thus don’t have access to as much technology, cannot 

attend good universities, and receive harsher treatment than the elite. (Lee, Paradox of Neoliberalism. 

59) 
30

 Marked For Life (Video Presenation)  
31

 UNOHCHR, 77 
32

 Kim, Yonho. 16 
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family is very real.
33

 If a North Korean is found to have associated with someone who 

is guilty of disloyalty, yongoje (guilt-by association) means that they will likely be sent 

to political prison camps or at the very least suffer a reduction in Songbun status.
34

 The 

fear of yongoje has proven effective “in deterring all but the most brave, selfish, or 

reckless individuals from going against the Kim regime”, and makes even moderately 

sized social interaction fiercely self-censored. 
35

 

 

Leader Worship  

Despite their ridiculousness, myths like Kim Jong-Il’s birth causing the seasons 

to change serve to deify the Kim family and cement their control over the country. Kim 

Il-sung was very intentional in his construction of the cult that surrounded him, and it 

has taken on a more mythological character than similar Leninist cults.
36

 While Stalin 

and Mao’s cults were removed by later leaders, the combination of intense devotion in 

North Korea's formative years and its hereditary quality has expanded and entrenched 

the Kim family cult. 

Paul French argues that the Kim family’s cult has become so entrenched that 

attempting to remove it would likely result in the complete breakdown of state control 

in North Korea.
37

 The process of indoctrination, the historical myths that paint Kim Il-

Sung and his descendants as perfect leaders whose only goal is to protect their infant-

like subjects from the outside world, and the system of Songbun are all crucial to North 

                                                 
33

 Lankov, A.N. “Forget the Predators. 1. 
34

 UNOHCHR 236 
35

 Fiori et al. 59 
36

 Paul French. 73 
37

 Ibid. 74 
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Korea’s stability.
38

 While there is debate over the legitimacy of North Koreans’ 

adoration of the Kim family, the truth of that adoration does not, in and of itself, 

determine whether or not the cult produces a legitimizing effect.
39

 Lisa Wedeen, in her 

analysis of Hafez al-Assad’s cult in Ambiguities of Domination, argues that by actively 

participating in spectacles that glorified Hafez al-Assad, Syrians were unconsciously 

acknowledging his power.
40

 In doing so, they internalized the totality of his control, 

regardless of their own disbelief. As such, whether or not North Koreans’ devotion to 

the Kim regime is legitimate is not wholly important. What is important is that their 

participation in the cult extends state control into their daily lives and reinforces the 

power of the Kim regime.  

 

Security Apparatus41 

The power of North Korea’s security apparatus comes from the mobilization of, 

in Michel Foucault’s terminology, both sovereign and disciplinary power, and has 

produced a nearly panoptic state. Foucault’s theory of the Panopticon provides a 

theoretical explanation for the effectiveness of North Korea’s security system. He 

argues that by producing “a state of conscious and permanent visibility”, which causes 

the subject to both fear punishment and have no way of determining whether they are 

being watched or not, functions “to arrange things that the surveillance is permanent in 

                                                 
38

 The purpose and history of North Korea’s myths and propaganda are discussed at length by Brian 

Myers in The Cleanest Race 
39

  The video Under Cover in North Korea by NatGeo has an interesting scene (42:00) showing a North 

Korean woman thanking Kim Jong-Un for the cataract surgery she received from a western NGO. 

Whether her thanks was heartfelt, or because she knew that she was expected to do so in front of a 

camera and a crowd is up for debate.  
40

 Wedeen, Lisa. Ambiguities of Domination: Politics, Rhetoric, and Symbols in Contemporary Syria. 
41

 Unless otherwise noted, information regarding the North Korean security agencies comes from the 

UNOHCHR pages 335-341 
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its effects.”
42

 Through its exercises of extreme punishment and widespread surveillance 

the Kim regime encourages citizens to self-discipline. As the following section will 

demonstrate, the reality of North Korea’s extensive security apparatus has produced a 

near approximation of a nationwide panoptic state. However, as Armstrong notes, the 

Kim regime falls short of a truly panoptic presence because “power remains external, 

imposed, and above its individual subjects.”
43

 Unable to re-create a “microphysics of 

power” as developed in the capitalist West,” the revolutionary state is limited to 

macrophysics”.
44

 While the two are not clearly distinguishable in North Korea, as there 

has traditionally been no way to make internal resistance visible, such a distinction 

opens to door to the emergence of resistance where such a method develops. 

The security state driving this panoptic presence is comprised of the Ministry of 

People's’ Security (MPS) and the State Security Department (SSD),  which are in 

charge of general policing and secret/political police work respectively. Both of these 

agencies run detainment facilities that are well known and feared within the country. It 

is important to note the true extent of these agencies’ reach and the severity of their 

actions in order to understand why some North Koreans turn in their friends or 

families. The MPS is in charge of enforcing state policies, including the inspection of 

computers and cellphones, border patrol, limiting citizen’s mobility unless they are on 

approved trips, the social registration system underpinning Songbun, management of 

non-political prison camps, and the interrogation of criminals. The MPS has the 

authority to detain any citizen it suspects has broken the law, only provides lawyers 

                                                 
42 Foucault, Michel. "Panopticism." Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison. New York: Vintage, 

1995. N. pag. [Online Version] 
43

 Armstrong, Charles K., and Tani E. Barlow. "Surveillance and Punishment in Post Liberation North 

Korea."  
44

 Ibid. 335 
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19% of the time, preferring instead to torture ‘confessions’ out of suspects.
45

 In those 

cases where the crime is determined to be political in nature, i.e. directly or 

intentionally undermining state authority, the MPS hands offenders to the State 

Security Department (SSD). The SSD performs similar functions, but with the specific 

intent of discovery and stopping resistance or challenges to state power. Those 

convicted are either sent to North Korea’s political prison camps
46

 or executed, as are 

their close friends and family. If the crime is especially bad, yongoje is extended to 

their extended family and social network.
47

 

Conditions in North Korea’s prison camps are brutal, and further explain North 

Koreans’ compliance with the state. Prisoners are regularly beaten, tortured, starved, 

and forced to perform extreme manual labor with very few breaks, often until they die 

or are executed for being lazy.
48

 The United Nations Office for Human Rights 

estimates that the average adult in North Korea requires 1870 calories a day to meet 

dietary needs, but are given only 300 - 350 calories per day.
49

 As a result, many 

prisoners are forced to eat lizards, snakes, bugs, or grass in order to stay alive. 

Interviews with former inmates who were either released or managed to escape reveal 

that guards regularly beat inmates for minor offenses or for no reason at all, and that 

deaths were a regular occurrence.  

 The existence and constant presence of North Korea’s security forces, as well 

as the highly visible and terrifying presence of the prison system, encourages citizens 

to self-censor. In interviews with North Korean defectors regarding their unwillingness 

                                                 
45

 UNOHCHR. 236 
46

 Life sentences, more often than not.  
47

 UNOHCHR. 236 
48

 Ibid 205 
49

 Ibid 239 
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to use phones to discuss politics, Yonho Kim was told, “It is stupid to criticize the 

regime on the cell phone, which does more harm than good…”
50

 This is in part because 

cell phone plans are so expensive that most North Koreans can’t afford to have full 

conversations, but also due to the widely held belief that every single call is under 

surveillance, and that anything politically ‘inappropriate’ will be overheard and traced 

back to them.
51

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
50

 Kim, Yonho. 29 
51

 Ibid. 31 
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Powering Up: ICT Development in North Korea 

North Korea’s Information and Communications Technology development has 

been underway for a lot longer than the popular image of North Korea would suggest. 

Beginning in the late 1980s, Kim Jong-Il created long term plans for the development 

of microelectronics, founded new colleges focused on information technology in the 

1990s, developed fiber-optic networks linking the country’s major cities, and brought 

the country’s first website online in 2000.
52

 North Korea has taken major steps, both in 

the modernization of its economy and the availability of ICTs to citizens, but with 

those steps has come an effort to restrict ICT use, surveil that use, and manage the 

developing ICT environment in hopes of negating potential political challenges. This 

section will first address what ICT development has taken place and who has access to 

it, and will then move on to discuss what strategies the Kim regime has adopted. 

 North Korea’s plans to modernize and undergo informatization are neither a 

propaganda trick nor a veiled attempt to modernize the military. Despite appearances, 

and popular presentations of North Korea in the United States, the DPRK is already 

well underway in its efforts to produce a modern IT economy. As a part of the Kim 

regime’s “Single Leap” strategy, the government is planning to bring the country into 

the digital age in one continuous push. 
53

 The reality of this push is evidenced by the 

scale of North Korean IT ventures, which I will discuss, and by the appointment of Han 

Kwang Bok, formerly the minister of the Electronics Industry, as the director of the 

                                                 
52

 Seliger et al. 84,76,72 
53

 Cheng Chen , Kyungmin Ko & Ji-Yong Lee. 651 
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Central Committee of the Korean Workers’ Party.
54

 At present, more than 10,000 

North Koreans work in the IT sector and over 1,000 students graduate with IT degrees 

every year, most of who will work in North Korea’s outsourcing ventures.
55

 Despite 

sanctions against the country, many companies have long-standing contracts with 

North Korean IT firms, including a Swiss joint venture named Dakor that conducts 

data entry for the United Nations and Red Cross. 
56

 While it is highly unlikely that 

North Korea will achieve the IT status of India, IT analyst Paul Tjia has described it as 

a “hidden diamond” due to the high quality and extremely low cost of its services.
57

  

 The growing IT sector is especially important to the Kim regime because it 

provides it with much needed foreign currency. While sanctions and an a lack of 

capital make hardware oriented IT projects impossible, North Korea’s human capital 

makes it competitive in the global market. As money made from drug trafficking and 

low-paid overseas worker contracts has stopped being sufficient, the regime has 

increasingly relied on IT ventures for its income.
58

 Furthermore, the growth of its IT 

sector has bolstered its cyberwarfare capabilities and handing the Kim regime a “magic 

weapon” to overcome its traditional military’s shortcomings.
59

 

 ICT availability for citizens has been almost exclusively focused on urban 

areas. In part because they are the only ones who can afford devices, service costs, and 

bribes, the Songbun elite, as well as many of the economic middle class, have been the 

primary recipients of new technology. The most avid consumers of said technology 
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have been the children of the Songbun elite, who are able to afford the new 

technologies, bribe their way through regulations, and attend the prestigious 

Universities producing new ICT graduates. They have quickly adapted to digital 

messaging services, which they regularly use to send messages indiscernible from their 

South Korean counterparts. ICTs like cell phones and tablets have also become a 

marker of prestige, and so the desire to own a phone has moved beyond utility and into 

a status symbol. Even more importantly, the same elite youth use their phones and 

computers to share and consume South Korean media, despite its illegality.  Rimjin-

Gang, a news source with reporters inside North Korea, claims that “...most of 

Pyongyang’s young boys and girls who use mobile phones have secretly listened to 

South Korean music or exchanged such data among close friends.” South Korean 

media consumption has become so mainstage for North Korean youth that “young 

people not watching ‘Reply 1997’ [South Korean shows] are treated as stragglers.”
60

 

Because watching South Korean movies is illegal, any and all conversation about the 

moviesand the organization required to exchange movies must be hidden from the 

state. Such organization not only challenges state narratives of omnipresence and 

control, but builds trust between individuals in a nation where it has traditionally been 

in short supply.  

 

North Korea’s Intranet and the Internet 

 The North Korean government has taken a two pronged approach to controlling 

Internet development in North Korea. Broadly guided by their “Mosquito Net” policy, 
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the Kim regime aims to restrict access and information, in addition to actively 

monitoring for illegal activity.
61

  In order to provide students and professionals with 

modern science and information, the regime has connected the country to the global 

Internet, but heavily restricted access to it. In addition, the Kim regime has created an 

internal Intranet, which is functionally the same as the global Internet but is only 

connected to internal computers and physically separated from the rest of the world. 

Various software and hardware has been developed to aid in the separation, with the 

ultimate goal of creating a wholly internal network that will provide the benefits of a 

connected populace, without many of the risks posed by free access to the Internet.  

Internet 

At present, there are 1,024 individual IP addresses inside North Korea that are 

capable of directly connecting with the global Internet.
62

 It is impossible to secure 

perfect information regarding North Korea, but reports indicate that connections are 

split between government agencies and officials, top universities, and a few political 

ultra-elites in Pyongyang.
63

 While some of those officials and the political elite have 

unfettered access to the Internet, the majority of officials and all university students 

must submit requests for Internet time, and are often closely monitored while they surf 

the web.
64,65

 As a part of its effort to limit contact, the Kim regime has begun to pull 

huge swaths of data from the Internet and store them in a digital library, the Science 
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and Technology Hall, in Pyongyang
66

. The end goal of this project is to create a 

searchable database within the country that can be accessed by approved officials but 

lacks sensitive information.  

Intranet 

The North Korean Intranet (Kwangmyong) is intended to be functionally the 

same as the Internet, but operating solely within North Korea. Much like the Internet, 

Kwangmyong provides basic email and direct message capabilities, has a relatively 

large number of official webpages, and is open to North Koreans with access to an e-

Cafe or personal computer and sufficient class status. While, email and messages are 

tightly monitored and controlled by North Korea’s security forces, and the vast 

majority of North Koreans would never send sensitive information over the Intranet, 

North Koreans do use the Intranet to communicate with one another, and it is widely 

used by government agencies, libraries, universities, and businesses to speed 

communication across the country.
67

 While overt resistance to the state, as well as 

politically sensitive messages and other forms of illicit communication will almost 

certainly not be sent through Intranet channels, examples from Cuba, which will be 

discussed in the following section, open up possibilities for how even restricted ICTs 

like the Intranet facilitate civil interaction. The Kim regime has restricted what 

communication is allowed, but such restrictions fall short of perfect control. It cannot 

prevent communication in general, given that the primary function of ICTs is to 

facilitate communication.  
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Red Star/Personal Computers 

 While the creation of the Intranet allows the Kim regime to police 

communications, it is Red Star, North Korea’s proprietary Operating System (OS), 

which allows it to police computers themselves. At its core, Red Star is designed “to 

monitor the Web behavior of its citizens and control information made available to 

them.”
68

  While the majority of its functionality is the same as standard OSs, Red Star 

provides several key features that make it an effective tool for the Kim regime. First, 

the system watermarks and digitally tags every document that moves through it.
69

 This 

was intended to combat the distribution of South Korean media, and makes the free-

sharing of information significantly more difficult. Second, the system cannot be 

connected to the Internet, but has a built in browser for the North Korean Intranet 

intended to surveil online activity.
70

. Lastly, Red Star is built to prevent tampering and 

will return an error message or shut down if any such tampering is detected.
71

 

 The creation of Red Star is indicative of the Kim regime’s intention to further 

introduce computers into the country, and its development has coincided with an 

increase in personal computer ownership. However, while the introduction of Red Star 

helps the state regulate ICT usage where the system is present, it does nothing to 

prevent illicit activity on computers that are not running Red Star.  Many personal 

computers are purchased at North Korea's private markets, and are cobbled together 
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from second-hand Chinese parts.
72

 Because of this, they are off the record and hidden 

from North Korean inspectors, and more importantly run OSs other than Red Star. 

Most of the PCs are also run on batteries, making the entire arrangement almost 

completely hidden from the government.
73

 Finally, unregistered computers are not 

subject to the same searches, carried out physically by the government, as registered 

computers.  

 Chinese computers are thus illegible to the state and, while subject to 

constraints when connected to the Intranet, can more easily be used for illegal purposes 

without being discovered. This allows the consumption, storage, and potential 

production of illegal content. While North Koreans have already proven their 

willingness to share illegal media, the existence of these clean computers makes the 

consumption and production of that information much easier. The ease with which 

movies can be produced on personal computers and basic cameras also opens up the 

possibility of creating media that is not reliant on the state for funding and equipment. 

These Chinese computers are thus even more impactful because they give the North 

Koreans that own them the ability to more fully utilize ICTs with less risk of state 

intervention. 

 

Cellphones 

 Cell phones were first introduced to North Koreans in 2002, when the Thai firm 

Loxley Pacific launched a 2G service. However, the service was shut down and the 
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phones confiscated in 2004. In 2008, the Egyptian firm Orascom opened Koryolink, 

and has operated without interruption to the present.
74

 Despite initial skepticism that 

the service’s viability, given the relatively low income of most North Koreans, it 

officially hit two million subscribers in 2013 (roughly 8.5% of the population), and 

currently has around three million.
75

 In addition, while the service only covers about 

14% of the country’s landmass, 94% of the population lives under its service 

umbrella.
76

 The expansion of cell phone ownership has the potential to allow for new 

forms of resistance like watching South Korean shows, but the economic and political 

restrictions on ownership complicate such uses. Chief among these are the requirement 

that cell phones be registered before activation, the cost of the phones and coverage 

plans, and hardware restrictions that make content sharing more difficult. 

 While cell phone use has spiked in North Korea in the last decade, the apparent 

astronomical rise of the last five years is complicated by the discrepancy between 

registered users and actual users. The North Korean government requires anyone 

wishing to purchase and use a cell-phone to register with the Communications 

Technology Management Office, which prevents users from owning more than one 

phone legally and attempts to ensure that the government is able to trace political use 

of cellphones to a specific individual.
77

 In order to get around this, many North 

Koreans buy pre-registered phones from brokers, who are able to purchase registrations 

from poorer families that pass security checks.
78

 Most North Korean traders, as well as 
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the majority of high ranking officials and the new rich, have multiple phones. Given 

that the Orascom numbers technically mean that one in every ten North Koreans has a 

cellphone plan, and given that the average government salary is between seventy cents 

and two dollars a month, it seems highly unlikely that the number of subscribers lines 

up the number of actual users. While this would make a society wide civil sphere more 

difficult to mobilize, the acquisition of multiple phones by the elite means that they can 

operate with greater anonymity and security.  

 The second important factor is the high cost, both of the phones themselves and 

of the subscription plan. A standard cell phone, even in the black market, costs around 

700 dollars, and the cheaper phones cost between 350-400 dollars.
79

 The absolute 

cheapest phones are bar phones (i.e. single face phones with a keyboard and no touch 

screen) and still run for about 150 dollars.
80

 Given that the average income in North 

Korea is between one and two thousand dollars a year, even modest phones are beyond 

the reach of the average citizen. However, the limiting factor for many Koreans is not 

the initial cost of the phone, but the subscription plan. The basic charge for a monthly 

plan is between forty cents and a dollar every month (or four months), and allows for 

200 minutes and 20 text messages a month.
81

 As a result, there is a “deep rooted barrier 

to active usage of cell phones among the people”, and very few subscribers are willing 

to pay for an additional 600 minutes, which costs around eleven dollars each month.
82

 

As a result, Yonho Kim concludes that “social networking will still be a far off dream” 

and “rallying friends of similar tastes via cell phones is rare… luxurious use of cell 
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phones seems to be limited to the privileged Pyongyang citizens, and such use is easily 

detected and blocked by the authorities.”
83

 Similar to the previous point, high cost 

limits ownership to the Songbun elite, but does little to limit that class’s ability to use 

phones.  

In an effort to contain cell phone usage, the government has started removing 

hardware components from phones before they are purchased, including the removal of 

Bluetooth in cell phones. Similarly, the Samjiyon tablet released in late 2013 is a 

relatively high-function product, but it lacks the hardware necessary for Bluetooth and 

Internet connections
84

. Given that the Samjiyon was produced by the North Korean 

government, and that the number of preloaded apps is much higher than its South 

Korean counterpart, it seems likely that limited connectivity has become, and will 

remain, the norm for North Korean devices.
85

  

While such restrictions obviously limit the utility of cell phones, especially in 

their ability to act as tools of civil society, a culture has begun to develop around them 

that shows they’re here to stay. Beyond the social status mentioned above, Yonho Kim 

reported that youths were decorating their headsets to personalize them, downloading 

pop song ring tones, and otherwise trying to make the phones their own, which Yonho 

Kim describes as having the potential to “encourage, especially among the youth, 

individualism and self-expression.”
86

 Additionally, many youth phone users rely on 
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their phones for news, noting that they can get information texted to them about events 

in other provinces before state media reports on it.
87
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Not an Isolated Case: ICT Development in China and Cuba 

North Korea is not alone as an authoritarian nation undergoing the process of 

informatization
88

, but it did get a slower start than most of its counterparts. Cuba and 

China both began their ICT modernization in the 1990s and took off at a fairly quick 

pace by 2000, with Cuba starting a little after China and using it as a reference point. 

China is a useful case for understanding how ICT can be used by civil society and by 

the state in different ways, and the strategies that play out within that conflict. Cuba, on 

the other hand, offers a look at how ICT development can aid in the production of civil 

society where it struggled to form before. This section will unpack both experiences, 

and seek to find similarities that can used to understand North Korea’s situation.  

China 

China’s informatization period took place as a part of the country’s move 

towards economic modernization. Beginning in 1990, the People's Republic of China 

undertook telecommunications reforms, including the introduction of the Internet. By 

1995, development of Internet infrastructure had begun to rapidly increase in a 

somewhat uncoordinated manner, and the government attempted to recentralize 

control.
89

 While the introduction of ICTs into the Chinese economy greatly benefited 

businesses, that growth came with political problems.
90

 Ultimately, analysts like 

Kalathil and Boas argue that government has been able to shape the digital 
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environment, allowing civil society to take hold in the digital sphere, but limiting its 

scope and abilities. 
91

 

 The People's Republic of China has a long history of effectively suppressing 

perceived threats and it has thus far been reasonably successful in extending that legacy 

to contemporary threats of a digital origin. However, China has struggled with 

effective governance of new ICTs, both in terms of policy and bureaucratic 

management. In 2004, there were nine separate government agencies responsible for 

some aspect of Internet control, which has made efforts to control it more difficult.
92

 

While state efforts to censor, arrest, and disseminate propaganda have been somewhat 

effective, such strategies cannot completely prevent political uses of ICTs
93

. State 

efforts to cover up the death of female student in May 2000, for example, were 

confounded by forum postings discussing her death. While the state was able to take 

them down, new posts were made, and couldn’t be taken down fast enough to contain 

the spread of information.
94

 Despite outward appearances of effective control, the 

Chinese ICT environment is primarily a back and forth struggle between the state and 

civil actors.  

The policies that China has enacted, while not perfect, have thus far been 

largely successful in establishing effective control.
95

 These policies come in two basic 

forms- digital/sophisticated and analogue/primitive. Primitive strategies entail locating 

dissidents that are posting and organizing online, and then arresting them, removing 
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their access to the Internet, and/or taking websites down, and employing “big mamas” 

to censor online content.
96

 Sophisticated strategies are, as expected, more nuanced and 

include encouraging self-censorship, developing a “two-tiered” access system aimed at 

denying content to groups, and using the Internet to produce new forms of propaganda, 

or ‘thought-work’, aimed at subtly influencing public opinion and conditioning online 

environments in an effort to produce pro-government sentiment.
97

  This allows them to 

contain the scope of discussion, delete dangerous comments, identify who online 

dissenters are, and inject pro-government ideas into conversations. This strategy, as 

well as nationalist sentiment, has resulted in public sphere that, while active, is not 

inherently anti-state.
98

  

While China’s strategies have been effective in North Korea in limiting digital 

civil discourse, it is unlikely that many of them will be undertaken by the North Korean 

government due to the different development goals of the two governments, and the 

restrictions placed on North Korea by its historical and political situation. The most 

important difference is that China’s aim was to modernize its economy and integrate it, 

to as great a degree as was possible without challenging the existence of the Chinese 

government, with the global economy. In addition, the Chinese government has made 

strides in developing the country with an increasing focus on accountability, which 

marks a strong difference between its goals and the goals of the Kim regime. While 

Kim Il-sung’s government in the fifties and sixties did work to feed and protect the 

people, Kim Jong-il’s refocus of state resources to the military in his ‘Military First’ 
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policy in the mid-nineties signaled a change in focus for the regime. Born from the 

younger Kim’s’ need to court the military in order to remain in power, that policy has 

shifted the majority of state resources away from the people and into the armed 

forces.
99

 As a result, the political focus shifted from serving the people to protecting 

them. 

Additionally, Deng Xiaoping was successful in moving past the cult of 

personality built around Mao Zedong, which freed the state up to make radically 

different policy decisions without destroying their legitimacy. In contrast, the entire 

framework of legitimacy for the North Korean government is built around the Kim 

family’s cult, and, as previously noted, French argues that the removal of that cult 

would “likely hasten the total collapse of the country.”
100

 North Korea cannot proceed 

in the same manner as China, which severely limits its ability to pursue Chinese 

policies of ICT development.  

North Korea’s reliance on Kim Jong-un’s personality cult means that it cannot 

mirror China perfectly, but China still serves as a useful example for how ICT 

strategies actually fair when used to contain dissident use. The Chinese government’s 

use of ‘thought work’ to influence public sentiment is evidence for how subtler forms 

of ICT mobilization by the state can work more insidiously than overt repression. 

However, the effectiveness of Chinese policies for containing dissident on the web 

stands as an empirical argument for the state’s inability to completely the block 

development of digital civil society. China offers an example of how a determined 

group can use ICTs to communicate, organize, and resist state efforts to impede them. 
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While such mobilizations have been thus far incapable of effectively challenging state 

domination, they have proven effective in the foundation, and utilization of a digital 

civil sphere.  

Cuba 

 Many critics of the Castro regime predicted, in the late 1990s, that the Castro 

regime would fall as a result of opening itself up to the Internet. However, despite 

these claims, Cuba has remained in control of ICTs within the country and has 

effectively limited their use by subversive or dissident groups. In contrast to China, 

Cuba elected to pursue a slower, state directed informatization process.
101

 In addition, 

Cuba’s development of ICTs reignited the call for civil society and the introduction of 

digital communication and production abilities allowed the movement to gain some 

traction where previous movements had failed.  

 The Castro regime began full development of the Internet and computers in 

1996, and drew upon traditional systems of control for telecommunications and 

newspapers to extend state influence into these new technologies.
102

 Rather than 

choosing to let the traditional, relatively open, Internet of the popular imaginary spread 

as it did in China, the Cuban government restricted growth by denying access to any 

groups that it saw as potentially dangerous. Additionally, a study done by Baron and 

Hall found that sixty percent of Internet usage in the country took place at school, not 

because Internet use was restricted for students at home, but because the high cost of 
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computers and Internet connections contains usage to those who can afford it.
103

 The 

Cuban government made use of economic stratification and the affordability of 

computers and phones, as a key component of ICT control. The groups that have the 

requisite wealth needed to access ICT networks are those that share common interests 

with the Castro regime. Finally, the Cuban government chooses not to censor most 

information itself, and no central body responsible for ICT censorship exists in 

Cuba.
104

 Instead, the government relies on the intellectual elite and publishers to self-

censor what information should not be available. Baron and Hall note that this is done 

voluntarily, as the people in a position to censor also share the perspective of the 

regime, and have as much to lose as the government if the political status quo shifts.
105

 

Where dissidents and subversive groups with the resources to utilize ICTs do exist, the 

Cuban government elects to deny them Internet access, rather than following the 

Chinese model of allowing access and then arresting or containing their activity. 

 Cuba’s strategy proved unsuccessful in dealing with civil society advocates 

during the early 2000s. Drawing its roots from economic problems in 1989/1990, the 

call for civil society was best summed up by Rafael Hernández in 1996, when he called 

on the state to “...search within civil society for new forms of legitimacy and arenas of 

consensus…”
106

 However, the limited media sources in Cuba, coupled with state 

control over what resources were available, enabled the Castro regime to cordon the 

debate in intellectual circles, and eventually stamp it out. Hoffman argues that the 
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conception of civil society failed “in part because it was unable to access a sufficiently 

wide public sphere”
107

 The introduction of new ICTs in the 2000s challenged the 

state’s control over media, and the movement has remerge. Through a combination of 

taped recordings of private government meetings, widely read email debates over state 

and intellectual matters, and the production and dissemination of films and 

documentaries made by independent filmmakers, civil society in Cuba has reemerged, 

entrenched, and spread.
108

  

 The direct impact of ICTs on Cuba’s civil society, combined with the partial 

failure of its security services, should not, however, be read as direct evidence for 

inevitable North Korean civil development. North Korea’s ICT control is much more 

expansive, its policy is less passive, and it doesn’t possess a civil society seed from 

which a movement can spread. Despite the Castro regime’s control over much of 

Cuba’s civil society, especially media and art, the existence of the Catholic Church, 

which operates separate from the state, is a clear instance of civil society.
109

 That being 

said, Cuba is still a useful example because it shows how individual acts, enabled by 

ICT development, can coalesce into a movement that challenges state authority, thus 

forming civil society. While China chose to allow digital civil society to develop, and 

has been able to contain most dangerous usage, Cuba’s attempt to prevent civil society 

from developing was not sufficient to create effective control.  
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Pulling the Threads Together 

 Scott Thomas Bruce, an ICT scholar who has written on North Korea, noted in 

an interview that “the availability of mechanisms to undermine the state does not 

necessarily indicate interest in using them.”
110

 ICT development does not inexorably 

lead to democratization, but much depends on how ICTs are shaped and used. While 

the question of how North Korean ICTs will be used can only be answered by 

historians, understanding what shape ICTs have taken, in what ways they can be used, 

and whether or not a group exists with access to them can all be analyzed now. What 

this project has attempted to answer is whether or not ICT development in North Korea 

has, at present, created the prerequisite conditions for the formation of a digital civil 

society. Through a combination of North Korean history, comparisons with other 

authoritarian regimes, and an analysis of what exactly Kim Jong-Un’s ICT plans are 

and what he has accomplished thus far, we can answer that question. 

 At present, the Kim regime finds itself trapped in a paradox. Its effort to 

modernize the economy requires the continued availability of modern ICTs. Such 

technologies present a possible challenge to state power, as they provide individuals 

with new tools to communicate and organize in non-traditional ways. The state is no 

longer able to maintain perfect control and, as a result, the Kim regime must rely on 

strategies to manage ICT usage in order to achieve effective control. Such practices are 

rooted in a long history of effective and extremely pervasive surveillance, and are 

focused on both reactive strategies and control over ICT architecture. North Ko rea’s 
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security forces have thus far prevented general ICT users from misusing their devices 

and technology. 

 Moreover, North Korea has more control than either its Cuban or Chinese 

counterparts, as the Kim regime’s efforts to contain ICT development through 

architectural and reactive constraints goes beyond either regime. Such technologies 

fundamentally limit the scope of possible resistance, as well as the willingness to resist, 

and have prevented North Korea from developing the needed prerequisites for large 

scale protests like the Umbrella Revolution. The Intranet places severe restrictions on 

possible ICT usage, and the economic and legal restrictions placed on cell phones limit 

who can use them and what they can be used for. These, taken in conjunction with the 

already near panoptic presence of state security, make the prospect of widespread and 

digital civil resistance extremely unlikely.  

 However, the creation of a digital civil society does not rely on the mobilization 

of large numbers of citizens; instead it simply requires the formation of a sphere of 

society that resists state control of civil life, as evidenced by the effectiveness of the 

Singaporean micro-sphere. While North Korea’s system of ICT restriction and social 

controls have not created the conditions required for mass participation, they have left 

the elite class, upon whom the state relies on for support, with the tools and freedom to 

resist. Typically this would not be a problem, as such a class is unlikely to resist the 

state because they have very little to gain. This is not true for the elite youth that have 

developed a love for South Korean media, however, and have demonstrated that they 

are willing to disobey the state, and risk arrest, to pursue their interests. Thus the Kim 

regime is caught in a paradox. North Korea’s increasing reliance on the IT industry, 
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and as a result the youth elite who will attend universities, means that it can neither 

forgo ICT development nor cut the elite class out of the picture. Thus it must rely on its 

ICT control strategies to contain the problem.  

The failure of Cuba and China to prevent the formation of a digital civil sphere 

casts doubt on the ability of ICT restrictions to prevent digital civil society from 

forming. China demonstrated the failures of reactive strategies, which have holes that 

can be plugged but cannot prevent leakage. China has been able to maintain effective 

control of its ICT environment, but has done so by allowing digital civil society some 

space. Cuba was similarly unable to prevent the formation of such a space despite its 

attempts. Given that other cases failed to prevent the birth of digital civil society, are 

the North Korea’s additional strategies enough to resist it? 

What ICT restrictions already exist, while still applicable and restricting to the 

elite class, have weaknesses that the political and economic elite can exploit. Intranet 

controls prevent the improper usage of computer communications, but people with 

enough money and connections can buy clean computers from private markets and use 

them without fear of surveillance. The elite youth are additionally the ones who have 

access to university Internet connections, so they have more access to information than 

the general population. Restrictions on cell phones impact them less as well, because 

they have the financial ability to buy unregistered phones and pay for extra cell phone 

plans. Their access to political power also means that they can circumvent state 

regulations through bribery much easier, and have less to fear from police action than 

lower class citizens. Finally, the Kim regimes focus on architectural constrains is 

considerably less effective on the elite youth. As Boas noted, the dominant system can 
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be avoided, but doing so is inconvenient. However, given that the core of their 

resistance comes from a desire to watch South Korean media, which is both difficult 

and dangerous to do on the dominant systems, the youth elite do not have an option 

besides using a secondary system like illegal computers and extra phones. While 

having your emails surveilled may be worth not having to deal with finding a new way 

to send messages, there is simply no room within the dominant North Korean system to 

transmit and watch South Korean media. 

 In short, North Korean society has, at present, found itself both in possession 

of several ICT that facilitate, and develop resistance to state control. Moreover, North 

Korea has in the elite Songbun youth a population that has access to the tools it needs 

to act outside of state control, an organizing issue around which to do so, and has 

already demonstrated its willingness to do so. As such, the prerequisites for the 

formation of a digital civil society, the existence of tools that can be used to resist state 

control and the presence of a group with the ability and desire to use them, have been 

met.  
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Conclusion 

  The Kim regime is, and has always been, reliant on its ability to conflate the 

state and civil spheres, as well as on the loyalty of a core group that holds economic 

and political power in the country. An upset to that balance would have profound 

effects on the character of the North Korean state, and with it East Asia. Sitting as it 

does in the middle of an already tense region, the stability of North Korea has profound 

implications on international politics. As such, changes to its political character, 

regardless of how small or seemingly benevolent, should be not be taken lightly.  

 The introduction of ICTs into North Korea has the potential to greatly aid North 

Korea’s economic predicament, but it also has the potential be the final domino that, 

with the right push, could knock down all the others. The circumstances necessary for 

ICTs to be used by elite youth to resist state power already exist, and the Kim regime is 

trapped by its reliance on that same youth population for political power and economic 

growth. What happens next depends on what that group decides to do with the 

circumstances that they are faced with.  
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